ERPCONTACT
"Positive Thinking builds our Skills, boosts our Health, and Improves our Work"

About US
"Mainframe Systems Programming Expertise at your fingertips"
Founded in 2007, ERP

Contact is a Romanian company with the head office in Cluj Napoca, the

most important cultural center in Transylvania. The team is made up of professionals with excellent
analytical, communication and project management skills. The technical knowledge gained over the last
13 years of working on the mainframe field and the capacity to perform system analysis, allows the ERP
Contact team to design, develop and implement technology solutions that keeps the business safe and
adds value to it.

Services
Support | Analysis | Programming | Design | | Testing | Development
ERP Contact is specialized in IT services and in the field of legacy applications running on IBM
mainframe. We offer support, development and consultancy for one of the world’s largest semiconductor
supplier companies “On semiconductors” (headquarters in Phoenix Arizona,).
Application Support involves monitoring, analyzing and solving the system errors in real time, break fixes,
small enhancements and customization of the application, help users and business analysts understand the logic
behind the products they use. In other words we make sure the customer get what it needs to run their day to
day business.
The development part involves doing large enhancements of
the existing application and creating new modules with new
functionality. For the implementation of a project the person assigned
follows a document known as a software development life cycle (SDLC)
which includes: analysis, design, high level estimate of the change,
code change, testing and then the implementation of the new solution
into the production environment.
We are currently working on the migration of this application to Oracle EBS. Our team is actively involved
in the process of migrating and then in providing the support of the migrated systems (approximately 20% from
the application is already migrated , i.e.

Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, HR and Procurement

modules). In order to be able to provide these services our team attended some Oracle PL/SQL courses and
modules from the Oracle EBS package.

Mainframe Technologies:
- COBOL II,
- JCL,
- Assembler,
- Proterm,
- QuikJob,
- Eztrieve,
- IMS DB/DC, DL/I ,
- DB2,
- Vision report,
- MARK IV,
- IEF/Cool:Gen,
Utilities:
-

SPUFI,
FileAid for DB2,
Computer Associates (CA) utilities for DB2,
File Manager for IMS and DB2,
Tape Management System,
Space Management System and Interactive Storage Management Facility,
SyncSort,
IDCAMS,
MailProc,
JCLPREP,
PDSFast,
IEBGener.

Oracle technologies:
- SQL, PL/SQL,
- Oracle Application Framework,
- ORACLE Forms,
- Oracle Reports,
- BI Publisher,
- Oracle EBS 12 (AR, AP, OM).

Career
Programming | Management | Communication
ERP Contact is seeking keen-minded system analysts/software developer. The ideal candidate
should have a good attitude towards work, be a fast learner, smart and team player. He should have basic
programming skills and relational DB/SQL knowledge. Knowledge of Oracle PL/SQL will be a plus. English is a
must. Training will be performed in the first month of work.
We offer you a pleasant and dynamic working environment in a young team, motivating salaries and other
bonuses.
ERP Contact is also looking for Oracle EBS application developer.
Responsibilities include: maps technical processes, designs layouts, validates functional specifications and
creates technical solutions to address business needs. Ensures that quality software is developed, meets
schedule requirements and satisfies requirements detailed in functional specifications.
Experience/Skills:
- Expertise in PL/SQL, Oracle Application Framework, ORACLE Forms, SQL, Oracle EBS 12.
- Experience and understanding of relational databases, data modeling
- Demonstrated analytical and troubleshooting skills
- Good knowledge of Oracle Reports, BI Publisher.
- Experience with Implementation/Configuration of Oracle EBS
- Ability to work independently and without direct supervision
- Must possess good oral and written communication skills
- English is a must.
If you want to be a part of our team sends a CV at address office@erpcontact.ro

